DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

in accordance with ISO/IEC 17050-1

No. 2020 – 209

(based on last SVHC list dated 25.06.2020)

Issuer’s name: DIAMOND SA

Issuer’s address: Via dei Patrizi 5
CH-6616 Losone – Switzerland

Object of declaration:

All original products supplied by DIAMOND SA or by our representatives, subjected to the European Union REACH regulation and put into operation according to the relevant documentation.

This declaration is to confirm that the object has been evaluated against the document below, i.e. Regulation (EC) 1907/2006 of the European Parliament, “Registration, Evaluation, and Authorization of Chemicals (REACH)” and none of the 209 substances contained in the SVHC list published the 25th of June 2020, have been found in the composition of our products:

Documents No. Title Edition Date of issue

Additional information:

You are purchasing Diamond goods, referred to the European Union REACH regulation (Registration, Evaluation and Authorization of Chemicals) as “articles”. Diamond is fully aware of the above-mentioned regulation and continuously:

➢ verify with partners/ suppliers that all substances or/ and preparations present in the supplied products, which require a registration, are correctly registered.

➢ notify substances of very high concern (SVHC) listed in both Candidate List as well as in Annex XIV of the REACH regulation;

➢ monitor all news concerning the REACH regulation, as i.e. verification of possible new substances which are subject to restrictions and are added to the SVHC list;

➢ inform the customer in the case of future changes in the recipes, due to restrictions or new restrictions of substances in items of which our products are made

Daniele Rodoni
Head of Quality & Standards

Losone, the 4th of November 2020